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HTC sensational flagship phone which enters the mobile market a few months back and functions
very efficiently but lag behind due to its poor battery life. The Appleâ€™s new Sensation XE runs Google
Android v2.3 Gingerbread. This Sensation XE involves a pair red colored ear phones along with the
tuned software which enhances the audio quality of the smart phone. This smart gadget is very
good looking and its good size helps to handle it very comfortably.

The smart phone is available two colors that white and black also it has a speaker grille, camera
lens and touch sensitive buttons. If it is compare to the original sensation XE then you would find no
change in its physical appearance. Internally Sensation XE has a dual core processor `that is
1.5GHz and 15 percent more powerful battery than the original that is 173mAh. The display screen
of the gadget is 4.3 inch in size, 8 megapixel cameras along with 1080 video recording, 3G HSDPA,
960x540 pixel touch screen, Bluetooth 3.0 and 768 RAM. These are the superb features you may
hardly get into any handset.

Capturing this smart gadget is full of excitement as the beats supplied by the earphones are very
striking and moreover reproduce audio proficiently. While talking about its 8 mega pixel camera then
it is really very outstanding as you may catch the pictures in a very dark surroundings and that is
also with exact colors. It has 1.5GHz processor which is very helpful in the image enhancement like
Retro camera or Vignette. Also you may shoot any memorable moment at very sharp HD.

Itâ€™s dual LED flash which maximizes the flash light and has an incredible firing range that on keeping
it in a dark room it would light up the entire room. Only one thing is missing from this HTC Sensation
XE deals @ http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/ and that is the 3.5 user interface which is
accessible in many HTC devices such as Rhyme and explorer. The battery life of the XE is good as
you continue use the phone through the whole day in spite of heavy usage. But if you try to be
economical then with the single charge you may use the gadget for 1.5 to 2 days.
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